These move about and play also, riding in very small boats, all the many vidyas
personified as little pretty damsels of Sakti, numbeing in thousands.
All these many Sakti damsels and Kala damsels test the purity and eligibility of
this arghya for Sri Devi and they are all thus drunk with this necter. Even the Saktis
and yoginis dwelling in the various avaranas of the SRI CHAKRA and in this Maha
Padmatavi also partake of this nectar in thousands of gem studded vessels, large
and small, quaffing the neclar again and again. Every time it has a new taste and a
new smell; so much so, they never tire of drinking it to their fill. Even the Sakti hand-
maids abiding in the great Mansion of Chintamani gems quaff it with great delight;
but the quantity in the immense cup never decreases.
I have described to you all about tha Arghya-Patra established on the eastern
section of the Garden of great Lotus blooms. I shall now describe to you the great
Mansion of Chintamani Gems.
OF COURTYARD OF
SRI HAYAGRIVA;
On the S.E. side of Chintamani Mansion is a Homa Kunda, a yojana in area and
a yojana in depth. Therein burns Chidagni maintained by the flow of Sudha in
obedience to Lalita Parameswari; it burns with a great flame, fed by sudha alone.
The tongues of flame shine as bright as if fed by the wood of Ashoka tree. The Hotri
is Mahadevi and Hota is Kameswara.Thus they both protect the worlds by unceasing
homa. Uncontrolled by another, Sri Devi Lalita Rajarajeswari reigns supreme, while
Kamasankara Rajarajeswara acts on Devi's suggestions or requests.
On the S.W. side of Chintamani Mansion,within the garden of Great Padmas, is
stationed the Great Sri Chakra Raja chariot of Sri Devi Lalita, nine tiered and
bedecked with all varieties of brilliant gems; it represents the four vedas and is the
grantor of the four purusharthas. The line of steps represent the Tatvas; it is decorated
with exquisite fans and a pearl umbrella. The holy seat of Sri Devi is at the top of
this great chariot.
On the N.W.side of Chintamani Mansion, within the garden of Great Lotuses
there is stationed the GeyaChakra chariot of Sri Mantrini Devi Syamalamba.
On the N.E. Side of Chintamani Mansion, within the garden of Great Lotuses,
stands the KIRI CHAKRA chariot of Dhandini Devi Varahi.
To the immediate west of the ever-burning Kunda, there dwells Gayatri; west of
her is Abhayamkara, to the west again is Ghrinissurya; further lies the Omkara
Mandira, DeviTuriya Gayatri and Chakshushmati;toihe west again lives Gandharva
Raja Viswavasu and the six Rudras (of the paths); fruther west dwells Tarambika;
Bhaghawathi.
On the S.W. of Chintamani Mansion also resides Bhagawan Hari (The vachya
Shakti) Lord of the Maha Mantra of triple names ("ACHUTANANTA GOVINDA") North
of him is the residence of Maha Ganapati. Further north is the residence of Lord
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